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Introduction

Kim Bu-Sik’s “The Chronicles of the Three States” (1145) and Buddhist monk Il-Yun’s

Introduction

“The Heritage of the Three States” (1281) survived from the Goryeo Dynasty period.
These invaluable historical records serve as key sources for this work.
The stories presented in this book are representative of some of the most wellknown Korean folk tales and ref lect the unique mentality of the Korean people.
These legends are passed on generation after generation, and their roots can be
traced to actual events or historical figures. Many traces of these historically-based
legends can still be found in present-day Korea. ‘The Jamyeonggo Drum’ took place
in an actual region called Nangnang, and both ‘The Bell that Cried’ and ‘The King
Who Was Buried at Sea’ tell the story of monuments that still stand in the country
today.
This book also explores the fascinating and well-known stories behind some of the

“Cultural Readings from Folk Tales, Legends, and Histor y” is a cultural reader

most highly respected and honorable figures in Koreas history. Such stories and the

intended for students who have successfully completed intermediate Korean. This

great figures who inspired them are numerous and the collection in this book only

text affords students the opportunity to further improve their language skills as they

represents a small sample of a much greater repertoire. The author chose to select

become familiar with Korean culture and history. With this in mind, the author has

those figures whose impor tance could be more easily appreciated through an

i ntegrated a par ticular cult ural lexicon withi n the stories rather than a more

anecdotal style of storytelling, rather than a biographical or historical approach. A

colloquial linguistic style. The stories are simple in structure and incorporate

particularly illustrative figure was chosen from various periods of Korean history: the

commonly used vocabulary ideal for an intermediate student. English translations for

Three Kingdoms, the Unified Silla Dynasty, the Goryeo Dynasty, and the Joseon

any newly introduced vocabular y and phrases are provided after each passage,

Dynasty. A historical background in English precedes each story to provide the

which greatly aids in self-study.

necessary context for a deeper understanding of the passage.
These folk tales, legends, and historical sketches are just morsels of a larger palette

Throughout her long history, Korea has developed a culture and tradition unique to

of Korean culture, and by no means should they be taken as representing Korean

her people, and produced many historically eminent figures. However, due to the

culture in its entirety. Through this book, the author hopes that newcomers to the

onslaught of numerous foreign invasions, much of Korea's cultural assets and many

region can gain a good introduction to the fascinating story of Korea.

historical records have been destroyed, burnt, or stolen. Fortunately, the historian
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How To Use This Book

to act out the story. For upper-level students, you might compare and contrast the
stories and legends of Korea with those of another culture, such as the ‘Romeo and
Juliet’ motif. When reviewing ‘The Ref lection in the Pond’, show pictures of Bulguksa
Temple’s stone pagod a (Seokgat ap) along with those of Seokg uram Grot to, a
designated UNESCO World Heritage site. For upper-level students, learning about
Silla’s Buddhist culture can broaden and enrich their cultural knowledge. When
reviewing ‘The Bell that Cried’, show a picture of the bell in the legend and allow
students to discuss the implications of the mother’s decision. When reviewing ‘The

Folk tales, legends, and historical sketches are excellent materials for motivating
King Who Was Buried at Sea’, point out the site of the tomb on a map and with a bit
study and particularly ideal for improving language skills while introducing a new
of imagination, the lesson becomes an on-site tour for the students. Ref lection papers
culture. When using this text as a teaching tool, it is best to focus both on language
assigned to students will foster a much deeper understanding of the culture while
and cultural instruction. The varying backgrounds and levels of ability among the
improving language skills. Provide students with a map of Korea and be sure to
students do significantly inf luence the method of language instruction, thus it is
point out the various locations of the legends, which will prove exciting for the
difficult to advocate any one particular teaching methodology. Below are applications
students.
of a few principal methods:

1

Folk tales are ideal for generating creativity and curiosity in students. Active

3

When reviewing the People section, use as many supplemental materials as

possible along with maps and time lines marking the relevant periods corresponding

participation helps to generate a positive response, so create an opportunity for
to the historical figures. Particularly with upper-level students, when reviewing ‘The
students to participate through role-play and acting out portions of these folk tales.
Great King Gwanggaeto’, ‘The Great Buddhist Master Wonhyo’, ‘The Great Queen
You might also assign an oral presentation on folk tales students have read or essays
Seondeok’, ‘General Kim, Yu-Sin’, and ‘The Loyal Minister Jeong, Mong-Ju’, brief ly
on individual, personal impressions of the stories. Students could also exercise their
review the corresponding histor y of China and Japan. Also, further discuss the
creativity through writing their own version or revising parts of one of these folk
relationship of these two countries with Korea and each other to provide more
tales.
historical context and understanding for the students. When reviewing ‘The Patriot,

2 When reviewing the Legends section, various audio-visual materials may provide

Yu, Gwan-Sun’, review Western history along with the history of China’s Qing Dynasty
and the history of Japan following the Meiji Restoration. Also, review the course of

students with a relevant, firsthand connection to the stories. For example, when
Japanese colonization of Korea and Japan’s 35 year colonial policy. It would also be
teaching ‘The Jamyeonggo Drum’, point out Nangnang on a map and allow students

useful to examine the history of those people who emigrated to Manchuria and
Hawaii during Japanese colonization.
When reviewing the People section, the English historical background preceding
each passage is critical before reading each story. For ‘The Great King Gwanggaeto’,
you might show a map of East Asia and brief ly explain where Gojoseon was first
est ablished and how it developed i nto Gog ur yeo. Dur i ng ‘The Great Queen
Seondeok’, it m ight be helpf ul to explain how open-m inded Silla societ y was
regarding women and their role in society. As an extension to this discussion,
compare the social status of women in Silla society to that in present-day Korean
society. When reviewing ‘General Kim, Yu-Sin’, explain how Hwarangdo later became
the model of Japan’s samurai; a comparison between the Hwarangdo and samurai
would make an interesting lesson. When reading ‘The Great King Sejong’, a broad
overview of world history in addition to Korean history will expand student’s general
knowledge of history. You could design an interdisciplinary studies program with
teachers of other subjects or organize a Culture Day created to introduce Korea and
Asia to the greater student population. These types of activities will serve as great
opportunities for students to understand, appreciate, and respect numerous other
cultures.
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